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Behaviour in the Academy 

Together We Shine Brightly 

Occasionally children may forget our aims 
for good behaviour and act inconsiderately 

towards others.  We try to prevent this  
happening by: 
 

 Reminding pupils of our Values. 

 

 Acknowledging good behaviour as it 

occurs and focusing on desirable be-
haviour for learning 

Consequences Chart 

Negative points for behaviour  will lead to a 

child moving down the chart. This can even-

tually, after a warning, lead to time out in 

class and with other teachers. If this is not 

successful they may be removed from class 

altogether. If a child’s behaviour is of a seri-

ous nature, e.g. putting others at risk, pro-

fessional judgement will be used as to 

whether another response is needed. 

Behaviour Plans /Graduated Pathway 

Where children regularly receive negative 

points the specific behaviour causing con-

cern will be identified and shared with par-

ents. A behaviour plan will be written and 

objectives set or an existing plan updated. 

 

Further Sanctions 

Children can lose playtimes if their  

behaviour during collective worship, toilet 

use or whilst moving around the school is 

inappropriate or disrupts others.  

Consequences 



Values 

We provide an exciting learning experience ena-

bling all children to develop confidence, resilience 

and ambition. We achieve this through promoting 

the following values for life: 

Perseverance 

Responsibility 

Thankfulness 

Friendship 

Respect 

Friendship 

If we all live these values out then we can 

achieve our motto: 

Together We Shine Brightly 

 

Growth Mindset and FACE 

In order to achieve the best we can in our learn-

ing we should develop good learning habits and 

attitudes. A Growth Mindset is something we 

teach the children so they remain positive when 

challenged, “I can’t do this … yet”.   

Behaviour at our Academy Rewards 

The vast majority of behaviour in our Academy is good 

and therefore our focus is on identifying this and reward-

ing it. 

 

We celebrate good behaviour by: 

Daily 

Class Charts   

We use class 

charts to rec- ord all posi-

tive and negative 

behav- iour. 

Positive points can be won 

for: 

 

 

 

 

 

Rewards 

Weekly ( Friday Celebration Worship) 

Good Work 

Two pupils are identified from each class who 

have produced noteworthy work. They are 

presented with certificates in worship.  

 

Achievement Cup 

Each week a child from Reception / KS1 and from KS2 is 

awarded the Achievement Cup. This celebrates a child 

who has displayed our Aademy 

values in action and has been an example 

to  

others. They will receive a certificate and a cup which 

they take home for the week . 

 

The Values Tree 

When a child gets three values points for the same value 

they will be awarded a leaf in worship. In a addition each 

week a child from Reception/KS1 and from KS2 is award-

ed a values certificate from lunchtime supervisors. All 

names are  

recorded and leaf put on the tree.  

 

Growth Mindset FACE Values 


